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Tank Fitting Technologies is the creator of the world's true line of Bolt Less Tank
Adaptors offering the holding power of bolted fittings without having to drill additional
holes in the tank wall which can lead to leaks.
The absence of flange bolts increases the surface sealing area resulting in a superior
seal. This patented new design produces a tension seal that compresses the gasket
producing a uniform positive seal. One of the most unique features of this new line of
fittings is that they will not harm the tanks integrity resulting in a longer tank life.
Titan Boltless Tank Fittings makes installations faster, easier and more precise than
other fittings on the market today. Tank installers love the fact that they just have to
bore one hole and the fitting lines up perfectly every time.
TFT tank fittings are the innovative solution for your Commercial, Industrial, Agricultural
and Chemical applications where needs.

The Titan Advantage:
Faster to install.
Provides a leak proof seal.
Save time and money, do it right the first time.
1-year Manufacturer Warranty.
Sizes 1" 1-1/2" 2" 3" 4"
Titan fittings are available with fnpt x fnpt and now available,
the Eagle manifold.
Viton or EPDM gaskets available.
Made in the USA.
Installation Tools:
Tank Fitting Technologies now introduces Pre-Set Tee Handle Torque Wrenches
to be used for installing all TITAN Fittings. This tool makes an easy installation
even easier by taking the guess work out of tightening the fitting bolts. Torque
wrenches are preset to compress gaskets to exact specifications. No mistakes, no
under or over tightening, simply twist until it clicks and you are done. With this tool
anyone can produce a clean and professional installation in just minutes.
Wrenches come with 2 size tips for installing fittings up to 4".

Highly durable
Fast, Easy One-handed tightening in the right -hand direction
T-shape creates effective leverage
Flanged reversing collar disengages the ratchet mechanism and locks the
tool for conventional backing off and loosening.
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Part # 902
(Plastic Fittings 30" lbs.)

  |  Fax: 800.811.6395

Part # 904
(Stainless Steel Fittings 80" lbs.)

